SAMSUNG INTERACTIVE WHITEBOARD SOLUTION
FOR CORPORATIONS AND GOVERNMENT

Optimize communication and collaboration with a complete solution
Today’s corporate and government environments span beyond local boundaries into the global arena, where collaboration and the sharing of ideas through networks and devices is essential. Employees increasingly face everyday situations in which the right information must be made available at the right time. Thus, organizations and IT departments must optimize communication infrastructures to interact internally and externally, effectively supporting collaboration, agility and customer engagement. In addition, meeting room solutions must be highly intuitive for use by multiple individuals.

Samsung Interactive Whiteboard (IWB) Solution for Corporations and Government delivers a flexible and complete offering that enhances employee and customer communication, collaboration and interaction.

**Enhance collaboration**
Implementing a highly connected and interactive display solution to transform communications provides faster decision-making and problem-solving, improves business processes, reduces costs and risk, and boosts business performance by supporting a more knowledgeable and engaged workforce. These key advantages deliver an enhanced employee collaboration environment.

**Increase productivity in meetings**
Sharing ideas and opinions more freely with interactive features such as touchscreens and interactive whiteboard (IWB) solutions fosters more effective and convenient meetings that increase productivity.

**Strengthen employee training**
The delivery of robust training initiatives in which the participants are active contributors increases engagement, resulting in enhanced retention and improved business performance.
Interact and Collaborate
Sharing Knowledge

Collaborative and interactive meetings
Share ideas and opinions freely with interactive features, such as touchscreens and Interactive Whiteboard/IWB Software.

High connectivity with conferencing systems
Build a flexible and reliable collaboration environment with high connectivity between video conference systems and other peripherals.

Efficient regulatory presentations
Facilitate easier meeting operations and share rich content with support for a wide range of media formats and no need for additional handling. Deliver compelling presentations with interactive visuals and live edits to stakeholders to achieve key strategic business objectives.

Effective corporate training
Deliver training initiatives in which participants are active contributors, increasing engagement and resulting in enhanced retention and business performance.

Compelling customer engagement
Transform typical presentations into two-way discussions, incorporating visual content and essential data.
A Connected Touch Screen
To Seamlessly Enhance Collaboration
In The Meeting Room

Enjoy the convenience of a ready-to-use solution in an all-in-one package
Samsung Interactive Whiteboard(IWB) Solution includes everything needed to transform business presentation in a convenient package. Components include: an immersive Display, Touch Overlay for dynamic interactivity, Pen Tray and Pen for easy usage and embedded Interactive Whiteboard(IWB) software for straightforward operation and external content integration.

Leverage a range of products for the optimal fit
A selection of display sizes from 65” to 82” and choice of Touch feature types including Hand Touch and Hybrid provide the optimal solution for any business environment.

Elevate presentation with powerful Interactive Whiteboard(IWB) software
New embedded MagicIWB S2 Software delivers a cost-effective, easy and convenient means of integrating external content into enthralling business presentation.

Rely on safe and durable operation
Rounded edges and tempered safety glass support safe and reliable usage.

Experience clear and vivid content viewing
Clear and immersive displays with a 5,000:1 Contrast Ratio present content with deeper black and brighter white hues, and an Anti-glare Touch Overlay (with less than 15% glare) provides clarity for enhanced viewing.

Maximize ROI with an efficient solution
Multiple uses, such as digital signage, along with energy-saving remote monitoring and display control enable users to make the most of organizational resources.
The new Samsung Interactive Whiteboard Solution is a packaged, easy-to-adopt offering that delivers convenience and compatibility through an upgraded design and enhanced functionality. Samsung Interactive Whiteboard Solution raises innovation to the next level with a truly innovative Interactive Whiteboard Solution to enhance the learning environment.

- **Narrow Bezel with modern black metal design**
- **Tempered safety glass with Anti-glare and Moisture-repellent technology**
- **Highly responsive Touch Screen**
  - DME-BR Hand Touch
  - DME-BM Hybrid Touch
- **Deeper black and brighter white display through 5,000:1 Contrast Ratio**
- **Powerful Connectivity**
  - Input: HDMI x 2, DVI-D, Display Port 1.2, D-Sub
  - Control: RS232C, RJ45
- **Great Expandability**
  - with Optional Plug-in Module (PIM)
- **Pen Tray and Dedicated Pen**
  - DME-BR Stylus Pen x 1
  - DME-BM Electro-Magnetic Pen x 2
- **8 GB Internal Solid State Disk (SSD)**
- **MagicIWB S2**: Pre-installed easy-to-use and advanced interactive whiteboard Software
- **MagicIWB I2**: Optional powerful collaborative interactive whiteboard software for PC and PIM
- **Pre-assembled Touch Overlay**
- **Round Edge**
- **Central management of content and display with optional MagicINFO Server**
- **Control Button, USB ports and HDMI/Touch Out ports for better accessibility on the front pen tray**
Legal and additional

About Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd.
Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd. inspires the world and shapes the future with transformative ideas and technologies, redefining the worlds of TVs, smartphones, wearable devices, tablets, cameras, digital appliances, printers, medical equipment, network systems, and semiconductor and LED solutions. We are also leading in the Internet of Things space through, among others, our Smart Home and Digital Health initiatives. We employ 307,000 people across 84 countries with annual sales of US $196 billion. To discover more, please visit our official website at www.samsung.com and our official blog at global.samsungtomorrow.com

For more information
For more information about Samsung HD450 Series, visit www.samsung.com or www.samsung.com/display solutions.
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SAMSUNG B U S I N E S S

SAMSUNG Interactive Whiteboard Solution DME-BR Series (DM65/75/82E-BR)

Ready-to-use, all-in-one Interactive Whiteboard display package with Hand Touch overlay and MagiciWB software

| Display          | 65”, 75” and 82” sized display ensures maximum readability in both classrooms and meeting rooms |
| Design           | Display and touch overlay come pre-assembled from factory for your convenience |
| Touch Overlay    | Round Edge Display allowing for high usability |
| Tray             | Pen tray for easy storage |
| Pen              | Stylus Pen x 1 |
| Software         | MagiciWB S2 embedded |
|                  | MagiciWB I2 compatible (additional PIM is required) |

SAMSUNG Interactive Whiteboard Solution DME-BM Series (DM82E-BM)

Advanced Interactive Whiteboard package with Hybrid Touch overlay and MagiciWB software

| Hybrid Touch Interactive Whiteboard (DM82E-BM) |
| Display | 82” sized display ensures maximum readability in both classrooms and meeting rooms |
| Design  | Display and touch overlay come pre-assembled from factory for your convenience |
| Touch Overlay | Round Edge Display allowing for high usability |
| Tray    | Pen tray for easy storage |
| Pen     | Electromagnetic Pen x 2 (Black / Red) |
| Software | MagiciWB S2 embedded |
|         | MagiciWB I2 compatible (additional PIM is required) |